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Monday
08.00 Breakfast at the place of accommodation, Belvedere hotel
09:30 Registration of the participants in the host organisation
09:30-12:30 Introduction to ICT in education. ICT in different subjects
The lecturer of this course was Jan Juricek.
He taught us to create engaging lessons with informative and interactive assessment
activities. The tools for that were the following Webb pages:
1) nearpod.com
2) learningapps.org
I learned how to teach students to create their own learning apps.
I find them useful especially in adult education for learning listening and
vocabulary.
14:00-17:00 Guided city tour: Prague

Tuesday
08:00 Breakfast at the place of accommodation
09:303:00 Course in ITC centre. Topic: Using online applications for creative
thinking and critical thinking.
Tutor of the course was SmritiV. I learnt a lot about creating tools for critical
thinking, mind mapping and brainstorming. The following are tools accessible
online:
storyjumper.com
i-nigma app.
Aurasma (for video)
popplet.com
edpuzzle.com

13:00-14:00 Lunch break
14:00-16:30 Course: Gamifying the classroom
The lecturer of the course, Smriti V introduced the following notions: games,
gamfication, game based learning.
Gemification - refers to using game principles in process of teaching, e.g. units
become levels, chapter becomes a mission, grades XP points.
Game based learning refers to applying e.g. quests or badges in the process of
teaching.
From among numerous presented examples I find “pyramid game” very useful in
teaching adult learners vocabulary and speaking skills, when using computer
technologies as an aid. The main activity in this game is describing to a partner in a
pair an object in a given category.

The following tools are available on line:
playbrighter .com
SuperTeacherTools.us
Wednesday
08:00 Breakfast at the place of accommodation
09:30-15:30 Course in ITC centre. Topic: Weebly/ WebQuests. Safety issues in the
internet.
The first part of the course, with Premek, was devoted to creating a Webb page in
available online tool Weebly. Each participant of the course was given a task of
creating his/her own webpage on individually chosen topic- with the assistance of
the tutor, if necessary. It was very engaging and creative activity for everybody.
The outcome of our work was placed on the internet. The webpage created by
myself can be found with the following address: Logmargrazyna.webbly.com
The second part of the course was devoted to the issues such as: plagiarism, health,
cyber bullying, cyber stalking.

Thursday
08:00 Breakfast at the place of accommodation
09:00-13:00 course in ITC centre with SmritiV. Topic of the course: Using mobile
devices to support learning; finding resources for lesson.
During the course many apps and webpages which can be used in adult education
were presented. Among them were:
Edpuzzle.com

plickers.com
kahoot.it
The lecturer explained the principles of using the particular sources and the
practical use of the materials (LOGIN/Teacher/You -Tube join.quizz.com.).
I find them to be very interesting and useful modern technologies in adult
education.

In the afternoon I visited some tourist attractions of Prague. Among them was the
museum of Alfons Mucha.

Friday
08:00 Breakfast at the place of accommodation
09:30- 12:30 Course at ITC centre. Topic of the course: Creation of posters;
Efficient presentations; Final evaluation.
The lecturer of the course was Petr Arbet. He instructed us how to create posters by
presening the excellent tool for creating one which is accessible on the webpage:
canva.com Each participant created his/ her own poster individually, accordingly
to his/her interest.
This was also the time for presenting, in front of all participants, webpages in
weebly.com created on Thursday
Creating a poster seems to be very interesting and challenging tool when teaching
adults English language skills, which involves using the potential of modern
technologies.
At the end of the workshops certificates were awarded to all participants in the ICT
in Education course.

